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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
The termination of the two-airline policy from October 1990 has been one of the majot
cornerstones of the Federal Govermnent's far reaching aviation reform initiatives since
the mid-1980s

Prior to airline deregulation, the existing ttnnk airlines, Ansett and

Austtalian Aitlines, concenttated theu services in the eastern seaboard of the countty
where close to two thhds of the total Austtalian population live.. The enttance of two new
airlines, COMPASS I and COMPASS IT, after deregulation effectively expanded the
aggregate dotnestic aviation netwotk as their flight schedules included new routes, as
well as existing routes which were sparsely served by the two existing airlines.. These
two new airlines have since collapsed, COMPASS I in December, 1991 and COMPASS
IT in March, 1993 Nevertheless, the aviation refotms announced in Minister fO!
Aviation and Shipping (1992) are likely to sustain the momentum fot greater accessibility
and affordability of domestic air ttavel which were the hallmark of the COMPASS I and
IT days.. Of particnlar relevance are the move towards multiple designation of Austtalian
carriers on all international routes, elintination of the artificial barrier between domestic
and international operations for all Austtalian carriers and entry of New Zealand caniers
in the domestic aviation market
Studies undertaken to evaluate the hnpacts of allIine deregulation include Snrith and Stteet
(1992) on its welfare effects, BTCE (1991 and 1993) on its downward pressures on air·
fare levels and B ICE (1991 and 1992) on the increasing service levels it has engendered
in the airline industty.. Of most concern to the tourism industty, however, is how these
first'order effects ofderegulation (the expansion of the domestic aviation network, the
decreasing fare levels and increasing service levels) affect the ttavel and ttanspott usage
pattern of domestic Austtalian tourists This is particularly hnporttmt in the context of
planning for the ttansport inftasttucture needed to meet the growing tourism activity .
In this paper data from the Bureau of Iourism Research's (B IR's) Domestic Tourism
Mortitor (DIM) is used in an attempt to analyse the hnpacts of airline deregulation on the
ttavel and ttansport usage patterns of domestic Austtalian tourists A key feature of this
analysis is the distinction made between the to-destination and within-destination
movements of domestic tourists"
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will be more likely to consider interstate destinations as the latter become more

affordable
Main Trip PurPose

Visitors generally have multiple travel ohjectives. A business traveller to Adelaide for a
conference might also find the time to visit local friends and relatives in the area Ibis is
recognised in the DIM which captures both the main purpose, as well as the other
reasons, for trips undertaken by travellers This smdy focnses on the main purpose of
the trip as it is likely to be an important influencing factor in the incidence oftravel and in
the choice of transport means
Smdies in tourism demand generally identify three main purposes of tourism travel:
holiday, visiting friends and relatives (VFR) and business. Holiday travel is highly
discretionary and subject to significant influence by uncertainties in the economy VFR
travels are less discretionary, with relatively more predetermined travel decisions and
destination choices, though still influenced by similar factors as holiday travel Business
travel, too, is less discretionary than holiday travel, though still subject to the vagaries of
the economy's performance. Pi1arski (1993) suggests that VFR travellers are the most
committed. or least discretionary, among all traveller types.. However, he made this
suggestion in the context of the potential link between inbound tourism and immigration.
Ihe strength of this commitment might be less in the case of domestic tourism.
In short, all traveller types are susceptible to an economic slowdown, with holiday travel

likely to be most adversely affected In some cases, VFR travel may occur as a
consequence of a decline in holiday travel, as when the less costly travel option chosen is
the combination of travel purposes.. For instance, combining holiday with VFR trips will
likely result in decreased holiday travel and increased VFR travel as the fottner tends to
be subsumed under the latter: There are also likely to be some shifts from interstate to
intrastate travel among both holiday and VFR travellers as people opt for more affordable
travel options,

The deregnlatory period since 1990 has seen a proliferation of attractively-priced tour
packages involving air travel HigWy discretionary travellers, such as those on holidays,
are in the best position to respond to these offers (Riggins (1993)).. VFR and business
travellers, with their relatively more predetermined destination points, are much less
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expenditure and travel patterns on a fiscal year basis.. Ihe resnlting annnal Domestic
Tourism Monitor published by the B IR (1992) provides a summary of key information
items of impmtance to the tourism industry. In comparison, the DTM data series on the
CD-MO'IA contains all the data collected in the survey. The current version of CDMO'IA contains data during the survey years from 1984-85 to 1991-92.
'fourism', as defined by the DIM, is any travel by Anstralians residents involving a stay
away from home for one or more nights and requiring a journey of at least 40 kilometres
from home, nndenaken for any reason, except where the journey is related to taking up
employment For this reason, working holidays, health-related trips, business trips,
educational trips and other trip types not normally associated with the traditional notion of
tourism as holiday making are captured in the DIM This study focuses on the three
main trip purposes: visiting friends and relatives (VFR), business and pleasurelholiday.
A fourth category, 'Others', is introduced in order to capture all the other trip purposes
not otherwise classified under the three categories above.. As a residual category, it is
difficult to provide more comprehensive analysis of 'Others' and no attempt to do so wlll
be made.

The DIM does not explicidy make a distinction between to-destination and withindestination movements.. However; they can be inferred from the transport-related data
that are collected. 'Main transport used' captures the key transport means used to reach

the main destination, and suggests reference to to-destination movements" 'All transport
used' includes all the transport means used by travellers for the duration of their trips.
When adjusted for the relevant to-destination movements, they wlll tend to capture the

transport means fOI'the within-destination movements involved, HoweveI~ in instances
where several side visits are undertaken in the course of the trip, the data captured will be
less reflective of within-destination movements. Fo!' instance, take a Perth-based
traveller who decides to go to Cairns for a holiday He/she might achieve this by driving
from Perth to Brisbane and staying a night or two there before finally flying out to
Cairns.. In this case, the transpmt used for the corresponding to-destination movement is
likely to be reported as private/rented vehicle, while that for the within-destination
movement wllllikely reflect the use of a plane

4.0 FINDINGS
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Domestic tourism constitutes approximately 75 percent of total tourism activity in
Australia The domestic share of total tourism has declined in recent years as inbound
tourism has experienced continuing dramatic growth since the mld-1980s.. Nevertheless,
the annnal vOlume of dourestic tourism activity remains significant and has oscillared in
the 450-50.0 million range between 1984-85 and 1991-92.. The peak level of activity
during that period was reached in 1989-90, after which there has been a slight, but
consistent, decline as Australia slid into a recession and as the real price ofinternational
air fares continued to decline.

Airline deregnlation took effect from the first half of the 1990-91 fiscal year: For this
study, however, the designated end-of-regulation date used is 1988-89, not 1989-90.
The pilots' strike which started in Augnst1989 caused a 16.5% drop in plarre use among
domestic Australian tourists in 1989-90.. Use of the 1989-90 figures would have
overstated the impacts of deregulation on travel and transport usage parternsThe
resulting comparative analyses involve a pre-deregnlation period from 1984-85 to 198889 and a post-deregnlation period from 1988-89 to 1991-92.

lNTERSTATE VS INTRASTATE TRAVEL
Figure 1 shows the interstate-intrastate split of aggregare domestic tourism activity from
1984-85 to 1991-92 Except for a slight !W0ts strike-induced decline in 1989-90,
interstate travel has grown modestly, but consistently, through the period covered On
other hand, the volume ofintrastare travel experienced a dramatic rise in 1989-90 and
Consistent fall thereafter.. As indicared previously, the substitutiou of intrastate travel
for" interstate travel is ouly one of a range of options available to potential travellers to
to more affordable travel arrangements urrder conditious of economic uncertainty
Conse:qu<,ntly, there may be no consistent relatiouship between this interstate-intrastate
split and the state of the economy's health.. Figure 1 appears to confirm this,
sh()win~ the level of both interstate and intrastate travel to be higher from 1989-90 at a
When the economy had started to deteriorate
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Figure 1. Domestic Iomism: Interstate vs Intrastate,
1984/1985 to 1991/1992
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Using GDP and the foreign exchange rate as alternative representations of the economy's
health, Table 1 shows the correlation coefficienlS between these economic indicators and
interstate, intrastate and aggregate domestic tourism activity.. These figures indicate a

Table 1. Peatson Correlation Coefficient, 1984-95 to 1991-92
Foreign Exchange
Total Activity

.8589**

Interstate

8998*'

7455'

Intrastate

6650

5753

*.
,

Significance level <=05
Si nificance level <= .01

7317*
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high degree of correlation between the two sets of variables.. However, only in the cases
ofinterstate navel and total domestic tourism activity are the figures statistically

significanr, suggesting that the economy's health does not fully explain the interstateintrastate travel split

While the volume of aggregate interstate travel increased only by 4. 7 percent during the
deregnIated period covered, the impacts are much more dramatic at the StatelTerritory
level. Western Australia, the farthest from the dominant Sydney-Melbourne-Brisbane
corridor; appears to have benefited the most from airline deregnIation, experiencing
increases of 53.1 percent and 59.7 percent for interstate incoming and outgoing traffic,
respectively, and a 175 percent increase in intrastate tourism acrivity during the
deregnlated period covered
To-Destination Movements

Table 2. To=Destination Movements in Domestic Tourism
% Change in Trip Volume Before and After DeregnIation

Plane
Bus/Coach
Private Vehicle
Rented!Hired Vehicle
Tnrin
Ship!Boat/Ferry

+ 4.0
+80.6
+9.2

+53.2
-402

+77.9
+ 3.0

-383
-149
-29.7

+370

*

- 90
+359
- 3.4

*

- 7.0
+469

+26.1
- 2.0
+89
-200

*

- 9.4

~blelate
2 shows the growth in the use of the different nteans of transport for interstate and
lI1Is

to-destination travel before and after deregnlatiou. Except for Plane and Private
'cle, the use of all means of transport effectively collapsed doting the deregnlated

0<1 covered. In contrasr, Plane usage for both interstate and intrastate travel increased

~.2percent and 26.1 percenr, respectively; its comhined growth for the core

'guJatory years of 1990-91 and 1991-92 stands at 90 percent Private Vehicle remains
traJrrsp'OIl means in intrastate to-destination trips, registering around 31 million
1~\11 -9'2. follOWed by Plane with slightly less than one million trips This is a
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30:1 ratio, a decline from the 35:1 ratio in 1984-85. Nevertheless, it seems unlikely that
Private Vehicle will lose its dominance of the intrastate to-destination market

Figure 2 Domestic InterstateIIavel: Main Iransport Useti
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Figure 2 shows the usage level of different transport means for tiomestic interstate travel
In order of importance, the top three transport means are Private Vehicle, Plane and
Bus/Coach. Note that Plane usage plungeti in 1989/1990 due to the pilots' strike, but
has since recovereti dramatically during the core deregulated years of 1990-91 and 199192. By 1991-92, the usage ratio between Private Vehicle and Plane declineti to lA: I,
compated to the 2:1 ratio in 1984-85 This suggests a closing of the gap in travellers'
preferences between these two transport modes for interstate travel Private Vehicle is
increasingly being challengeti by Plane, though it remains a papillar means for interstate
travel Its continuing popillarity for both interstate and intrastate travel attests to the
competitiveness of Private Vehicle in group travel Bus/Coach usage, on the other hand,
peaketi in 1988-89 and has since declineti to a level which is ahnost half that volume by
1991-92.. Ihe bulk of this lost traffic appears to have been gaineti by Plane
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Long-distance travel is a natma! market for airlines operating under a deregnlated
environment, thereby complementing air' travel's shorter transit time with a more
competitive pricing structure. None ofthe other transport means are ever likely to
compete snccessfully with Plane on transit time in longer-distanee travel, whether·
interstate or intrastate. lhe mothballed Very Fast frain provides the only potential landbased competitive threat to air travel, though the resulting competition would generally be
restricted to short- and medium-distanee destinations such as Canberra-Sydney and
Sydney-Melbourne.. Unless the other transponmodes are able to position themselves as
the actual tourism experience in themselves (as in the Indian Pacific) rather than as a
means to reach a destination, then they will need to be extremely price competitive in
order to compensate for air travel's inherent speed advantage
Within-Destination Mqyements

Table 3. Within-Destination Movements in Domestic Tourism
% Change in Trip Volume Before and After Deregnlation

Plane
Bus/Coach
Private Vehicle
RentedlHired Vehicle
Train
ShiplBoal/Ferry

Interstate
Before
After

Intrastate
Before
After

+15.0
+31.7
- 8.0
-1.1
+640
+304

-37.0
+19.6
+5.3
+60
+8.5
-63

+1286
+18.1
+34.. 8
+228
+207
+252

+11.8
+16.5
+42.9
+2.5
+42.7
+63

'Negligible change.

shows the change in 1he level of usage before and after deregnlation of 1he
difjerelot transport modes for within-<lestination movements.. In contrast 10 the trends in
ro..1estiruuio,n movements, volume usage of the different transport means increased
1he board for bo1h interstate and intrastate !ravel after deregulation. Transport
such as Bus/Coach, Rented/Hired Vehicle, Train and Ship/Boar/Ferry, which
e""erjenc:ed significant usage decline for to-destination movements, posted healthy usage
rates for within-destination movements, though at lower'rates in some instances
to he finding their mche in 1he within-<lestination market, complementing the
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usage of both Plane and Private Vehicle in to-destination movements.. The possibilities
for capturing the transport means for side vi,sits , rather than for within-destination
movements, in these figures is likely to be greatest for Plane Thns, the corresponding
figures for this transport means should be used with caution.
In summary, the conclusions to be drawn from the analyses in this section are:

Private Vehicle is the main transport mode for both to-destination and withindestination trips" It is particnlarly popnlar for intrastate and shorler"distance
interstate travels.

Plane has arnaeted considerable traffic at the expense of most other transport
means, It has gain considerable ground in the case of interstate travel
•

Ihe role ofBUl/Coach, Train, Rented/Hired Vehicle and Ship/Boat/Ferry in
to-destination trips has declined significantly sinoo the deregulation of the
domestic aviation market lhis decline is likely to continue in the future., Ihe
niche markets for these transport means are in within-destination trips,
complementing Plane and Private Vehicle which are likely to dominate todestination trips

MAIN TRIP PURPOSE
Holiday has the largest slioo of the total domestic towism market, making up
approximately 40%-45% of this activity, followed by VFR (20%-25%), business (15%)
and others (10%-15%) In general, there is a 3:1 intrastate-interstate ratio for holiday,
VFR and others, and a 2: I ratio for business,
The volwne of trips by pwpose of visit from 1984-85 to 1991-92 are shown in Figure 3.
Breaks in the fom data series are clearly observable in 1988-89 Holiday travel, the
most discretionary trip pwpose, expetienced modest but perceptible growth until that
year, after which trip volwne has been flat 'Ihis conforms to expectations on the impact
of economic uncertainty on discretionary activities" In contrast, business and VFR, both
relatively flat until 1988-89, experienced significant growth since then
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combine different ttip purposes and/or shifting from interstate to inttastate destinations in
the face of Wlcertain economic conditions In genera!, the more discretionary ttips
(holiday) are, sttictly speaking, foregone but may, in reality, be subsumed under the

less discretionary ttip purposes (VFR and business). The resultiog ttips, in reality
combination ttips such as business-holiday, business-VFR and VFR-holiday, are then
maiuly identified as either VFR or business,
To-Destination Trips

Iable4, Transport Usage By Trip Purpose
% Change in Trip Volume
Bus!
Coach

Private
Vehicle

R/H
Vehicle Train

+1371
-42,8

+184
-IL6

+20.9
-333

+30.7
-469

+2636
-12.5

+69
+71

+346
-74

-3.3
+44

+28.3
-2LO

+1.3
-431

+78.2
-310

-65
+126,1

+42.2
-347

-0.3
+169

+30.0
-100

-11.9
+339

+133.3
-42,9

-29.3
+957

+401
+24,1

-37
+134

+1061
-149

-6.8
+214

+48.3
-202

+6.5
+205

+2207
-527

+63.6
-121

-52
+17,0

+1250
-33.3

Plane

SIBIF

Holiday Interstate
Before
After

+177
+671

Holiday Inttastate
Before
After
YFR Interstate
Before
After

VFR Inttastate
Before
After

*
*

Business Interstate
Before
After

-22
+361

*
*

- 4.3
-591

Business Inttastate
Before
After

+8.8
+2L3

* Insignificantlnochange

-36.4
+772

-26.7
+364
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classifications based on the destination chosen (interstate vs intrastate) and the pwpose of
the trip (husiness, holiday and VFR). Analysis of travellers' transport usage was made

not only in terms of the different transport means, but also in terms of the teHiestination
and within-destination movements that fann part of all tourism activity.
The papet's findings are that, as a consequence of airline deregulation: (l) long-distance,

interstate destinations have become more attractive to Australian travellers; (2) there is a
trend towatds the concentration in the carriage of to-destination movements through Plane
and Private Vehicle, with the othet transport means, such as Train andBu</Coach, likely
to thrive primarily by servicing the within-destination marke~ and (2) there is a systematic
shift to the use of Plane among interstate holiday travellers .
The mher related findings discussed in the paper should he considered as tentative results
requiring further research and analysis. For instance, the hypothesised choice behaviow
among low-<:ost travel options appears to be borne out by the research findings.
Nevertheless, they need to be explored and refined further The DIM provides the
avenue through which this, as well as examination of other issues in transport and
towism, may he undertaken
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